
A Twitterstorm in Colombia for
the Cuban Revolution and its
achievements

Bogota, June 30 (RHC)-- Friends of Cuba,
political and social organizations and
congressional representatives of Colombia
expressed through a
Twitterstorm their support for the people
and the Cuban Revolution.

"The Cuban people are solidarity incarnate.
 Cuba has always worked for a political
solution to the armed conflict in Colombia,
only those who live off the war attack Cuba.
 While others fill the world with military
bases, they send doctors.  Cuba Somos
Todos," said the Revolutionary Alternative
Force of the Common (FARC) party.

For her part, Senator Victoria Sandino of
that same political party, stressed that the
role of the Cuban people and government in
building peace in Colombia has been
important.  She stressed that the Caribbean
nation brought medical assistance to the
countries that needed it long before the
COVID-19 pandemic arrived.  "The fact is
that Cuba Somos Todos."

Guillermo Pérez thanked Cuba for efforts to
achieve peace in Colombia and for being an
example of humanism and solidarity.  

With the label #CubaSomosTodos, the Colombian Movement in Solidarity with Cuba promoted this tweet
to support the Cuban people and government who are facing a smear campaign from reactionary sectors
based in the United States.

The president of the FARC party, Rodrigo Londoño, stressed that no one could ever deny that the best
success in the search for peace in Colombia was to have held the talks in Havana, Cuba.

Sergio Marín, representative of the House of Representatives, stated that progressive and revolutionary
people defend and appreciate the fundamental role of the Republic of Cuba in the Peace of Colombia.



Over the last 55 years, more than 400,000 Cuban health professionals (doctors, nurses, technicians)
have offered their cooperation in 164 countries.

Dubán Vélez Mejía said that from the Colombian Movement of Solidarity with Cuba, he rejects the
aggressions against his people by the Colombian and Latin American narco-paramilitary right wing.
 

https://www.radiohc.cu/en/noticias/nacionales/227218-a-twitterstorm-in-colombia-for-the-cuban-revolution-
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